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Unlock the Premium Faeria experience. This package provides a mixture of accelerated progress and exclusive items. Maximize
your time spent in Faeria with DOUBLE XP, more deck slots, special cosmetics and more!

XP in Faeria is your main source of card collection. No buying card packs here - win it all by playing the game.

Looking to get the most out of Faeria? This content is for you.

This content includes the following:
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Doubled XP - from everything!

Earn Battle Chests and Shards at twice the normal rate.

10 ADDITIONAL Deck Slots

Premium card back

Golden Faeria logo

5 Mythic Chests full of cosmetics

4000 Gems

This is a one-time purchase and will be applied FOREVER to your Faeria account.

The Golden Faeria Logo is visible at all times on the main screen of the interface.
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Title: Faeria - Premium Edition DLC
Genre: Indie, Massively Multiplayer, Strategy
Developer:
Abrakam SA
Publisher:
Abrakam SA
Release Date: 18 Jul, 2018

 7ad7b8b382 

English,French,German,Portuguese,Russian,Italian,Japanese,Korean,Traditional Chinese,Simplified Chinese
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If you have any intent to play long term, it's silly not to buy this. Definitely buy before expansions.. Worth it. The more you play
the more benefit you will see from double experience gains. More level ups = more packs. A good deal and it helps support the
developers. Win\/win.. amazing game! love the goodies and shop items! weekly rewards! this game is about your strategy, not
rng. buy it now! just bought all the dlc to support the devs! hoping for awesome content to keep flowing in!. Worth it. The more
you play the more benefit you will see from double experience gains. More level ups = more packs. A good deal and it helps
support the developers. Win\/win.. The devs are exceedingly generous with their battle chest system that practically ensures any
new player can rapidly build up a collection with little to no grinding. The permanent double xp makes this a fantastic purchase..
DLC cash grab for an unsupported pile of garbage.. its basically usefull for new player who buy everything from the start to
catch up faster with all veteran player in terms of card collection.

But oh well..., CCG with with 'booster pack' basen on level progression and mission\/ quest with guaranteed no more than 3
duplicate ? I'm in.

. I really like the Faeria Devs and I have all Faeria DLCs.
I didn't get the 5 Mythic Chests and the Double XP feature doesn't seems to be working. When I win a game the XP Bar fills the
same amount as before buying this DLC.
Do I need to uninstall the game to get the new features? Logout?
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its basically usefull for new player who buy everything from the start to catch up faster with all veteran player in terms of card
collection.

But oh well..., CCG with with 'booster pack' basen on level progression and mission\/ quest with guaranteed no more than 3
duplicate ? I'm in.

. If you have any intent to play long term, it's silly not to buy this. Definitely buy before expansions.. Lovely and addictive game.
I recommmed to all those that don't like f2p with microtransactions.
Also, for those who bored with "classic" MTG & HS card games.
Faeria is unique and well made.. nothing changes, how do i activate the premium?
edit: nvm, it goes to my least progressed account.. This game is amazing!!!!! Omg best CCG I have ever found yet. =]
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